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Introduction:　In order to design useful polyimides （Pis）of high electrical

performance Including electrophotographic and energy conversion applications, it

is essential to elucidate the mechanism of electrical conduction in the materials.

Experimental investigations on dark current in Kapton polylralde film have been

reported earlier'），leading to the conclusions that the theoretical curve flヽoni

Aghopplng modelAhfits well for the dependence of the current on the electric field

and the charge carrier may be generated from the charge transfer complex （CTC）in

a ground and an excited state, respectively.

In this study, the electrical conduction current of Upl lex-S, PI（s-BPDA/PDA），and

PI（s-BPDA/CHDA）fi 1ms at temperatures of 40 － 200Å6 is obtained as a function of

electric field. An attempt is made to fit the experimental results to the theoretical

values for the electronic hopping conduction.

ｈ匹rimental. Results and Discussion: The electrical conduction of Uplleχ-s,

PI（s-BPDA/PDA），and PI（s-BPDA/CHDA）fi Iras was measured under steady-state

conditions in temperature range 40 － 200Åe.

The field （E）dependence of current （I）was analysed by an electronic hopping

conduction model:

　　　　　I ＝Io slnh（qEa/2kT）, where Io ＝2SqnaEAexp（-U/kT）

The two kinds of apparent activation energies u, and u,,were obtained at lower and

higher temperatures, respectively （see Fig. 1）. In Fig.l Ui corresponds to the

activation energy of transport process for CTC in a ground state, while Uh to the

activation energy of generation and transport process for CTC in an excited state.

The relation between the values of Uh and the

emission spectra were investigated

　Values of the junipdistance (a)were ca. 40

A　for PI(s-BPDA/PDA)and ca. 10 A　for

PI(s-BPDA/CHDA).The wide-angle x-ray diffract

-ion for PI(s-BPDA/CHDA)gaｖe a more ordered

molecular aggregation than that for PI(s-BPDA

/PDA).
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